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In 2019, Singapore will commemorate the 200th anniversary of the arrival of Sir Stamford Raffles. Raffles
explicitly and successfully exploited Singapore’s renown in the region as an ancient port to re-establish the
island as a hub for Asian trade. Singapore and nearby sea lanes have played a vital role in the formation of
a network which by 400 BCE already spanned the coasts from northeast Africa to the western Pacific Ocean.
The role of the sea in history has recently enjoyed a resurgence among scholars. Many aspects of this network
can only be known through archaeological research.
As part of the events being held to commemorate Singapore’s second birth as a global port city, it is fitting to
underscore the long tradition of maritime interactions and networks in which Southeast Asia and Singapore
played a central role. The conference and subsequent publication will enable Singaporeans to understand
better their city’s long history as a global hub and an exemplar of how people from diverse backgrounds from
around the world can work together for the common good.
This conference brings together the world’s leading experts on this topic to present their work before local
scholars and a general audience. Among the major themes to be covered, include
i.

The economy, technology, and social context of early Southeast Asian maritime trade, 4th century BCE
to 16th century CE

ii.

The origins and growth of maritime networks in the South China Sea and the Bay of Bengal: the
commodities and the ethnic groups involved, and the preservation of their heritage

iii.

Shipwrecks in the South China Sea and Java Sea, which carried cargoes between different parts of
the region.

Selected papers from the conference will be revised and submitted to a publisher as an edited scholarly
volume.

Conference Convenor
Professor John Miksic
Department of Southeast Asian Studies, National University of Singapore
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TUESDAY, 23 APRIL 2019
10:30 – 11:00 REGISTRATION
11:00 ARRIVAL OF GUEST OF HONOUR
11:15 – 11:30 WELCOME ADDRESS
IRVING JOHNSON

Deputy Head, Department of Southeast Asian Studies, National University of Singapore

11:30 – 11:40 SPEECH BY GUEST OF HONOUR
DR MALIKI OSMAN

Senior Minister of State, Ministry of Defence & Ministry of Foreign Affairs

11:40 – 12:30 KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Connecting the Dots: Nodes and Networks in Early Asian Maritime Trade
JOHN MIKSIC | National University of Singapore
12:30 – 14:00 LUNCH
14:00 – 15:30 PANEL 1 | SOUTH ASIA, CHINA CONNECTIONS
Chairperson GOH GEOK YIAN | Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
14:00 Distribution of Rouletted Ware Sites along the East Coast of India and the Organisation
of Maritime Trade
HIMANSHU PRABHA RAY | Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich, Germany
14:20 Late Prehistoric Ports in Peninsular Thailand: Investigating Local and Long Distance
Connections through Pottery
AUDE FAVEREAU | National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan
14:40 Building Sustainable Futures through Our Collective Maritime Heritage: The Nomination
of Quanzhou on the UNESCO World Heritage List and its Lessons for Singapore
CAI YUNCI | Leicester University, United Kingdom
15:00 – 15:30 Discussion and Questions & Answers
15:30 – 16:00 AFTERNOON TEA
16:00 – 17:30 PANEL 2 | SINGAPORE: PRE-MODERN HISTORY
Chairperson JOHN MIKSIC | National University of Singapore
16:00 Sister Ships: Three 12th Century Shipwrecks in Southeast Asia
MICHAEL FLECKER | Maritime Explorations, Singapore
16:20 The Archaeology of 16th – 17th Century Johor River and Its Relevance to Singapore
Towards a Connected History
KWA CHONG GUAN | Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
16:40 Observations on Three Maps Ascribed to Manuel Godinho de Eredia
PETER BORSCHBERG | National University of Singapore
17:00 – 17:30 Discussion and Questions & Answers
17:30 END OF DAY ONE
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WEDNESDAY, 24 APRIL 2019
09:00 – 09:30 REGISTRATION
09:30 – 11:00 PANEL 3 | SINGAPORE: ARCHAEOLOGY
Chairperson KWA CHONG GUAN | Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
09:30 35 Years of Archaeological Research in Singapore
JOHN MIKSIC | National University of Singapore
09:50 A Tale of Two Sites: Temasek in the Asian Maritime System
GOH GEOK YIAN | Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
10:10 Trade and Exchange along the Maritime Silk Route: High-Resolution Analysis of
“Mercury Jars” and Other Stoneware from Early Singapore and Kota Cina, Sumatra
ALASDAIR CHI XIN REN | Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
10:30 – 11:00 Discussion and Questions & Answers
11:00 – 11:30 MORNING TEA
11:30 – 13:00 PANEL 4 | SHIPS AND ARCHAEOLOGY
Chairperson PETER BORSCHBERG | National University of Singapore
11:30 On the Hill and By the River: Blue and White Ceramic Sherds from 14th Century
Singapura
FOO SU LING | National University of Singapore
11:50 New Sights on the Nanhai I Shipwreck
SUN JIAN | National Centre of Underwater Cultural Heritage, China
12:10 A Preliminary Study on Several 14th Century Port Cities from China to Southeast Asia
XIN GUANGCAN | National Centre of Underwater Cultural Heritage, China
12:30 – 13:00 Discussion and Questions & Answers
13:00 – 14:00 LUNCH
14:00 – 15:30

PANEL 5 | SOUTHEAST ASIAN ARCHAEOLOGY: PORTS AND ARTEFACTS – THAILAND
AND MALAYSIA

Chairperson HIMANSHU PRABHA RAY | Ludwig Maximilian Univeristy
14:00 Kedah Tua since the 6th Century BCE
MOKHTAR SAIDIN | Centre for Global Archaeological Research, Malaysia
14:20 Trace of Maritime Contacts: Thailand’s Significant Sites and Findings
AMARA SRISUCHAT | Department of Fine Arts, Thailand
14:40 Tambralinga, Srivijaya, and Maritime Southeast Asia: Recent Discoveries
WANNASARN NOONSUK | California State University, Fresno, USA
15:00 – 15:30 Discussion and Questions & Answers
15:30 – 16:00 AFTERNOON TEA
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16:00 – 17:30 PANEL 6 | SOUTHEAST ASIAN ARCHAEOLOGY: PORTS AND ARTEFACTS – INDONESIA
Chairperson ITTY ABRAHAM | National University of Singapore
16:20 The Production Chain in the Spice Commerce Network: A Review of Archaeological
Research in the Western Region of the Archipelago
SONNY WIBISONO | National Research Centre of Archaeology, Indonesia
16:00 The Kota Cina Settlement in North Sumatra: French-Indonesian Excavations (20112016)
DANIEL PERRET | Ecole Francaise d’Extreme Orient, Paris
16:40 Natuna as a Trajectory of Cultural and Commercial Global Networks
NANIEK HARKANTININGSIH | National Research Centre of Archaeology, Indonesia
17:00 – 17:30 Discussion and Questions & Answers
17:30 – 17:45 CLOSING REMARKS
ITTY ABRAHAM

Head, Department of Southeast Asian Studies, National University of Singapore

17:45 END OF CONFERENCE
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Connecting the Dots:
Nodes and Networks in Early Asian Maritime Trade

John Miksic

Department of Southeast Asian Studies
National University of Singapore

John Miksic received his PhD from Cornell University based
on archaeological research in Sumatra. He has worked in
Malaysia as a Peace Corps Volunteer, in Sumatra as a Rural
Development Advisor, and as a project specialist at Gadjah
Mada University, Yogyakarta. In 1987, he moved to the
National University of Singapore. He is professor in the
Southeast Asian Studies Department. He has also been
affiliated with the Department of History, University
Scholars Programme, and Asia Research Institute. He
founded the Archaeology Unit at the Institute of Southeast
Asian Studies. He received a Special Recognition Award and
Pingat Bakti Setia long service award from the government
of Singapore, and the title of Kanjeng Raden Harya
Temenggung from the Susuhunan of Surakarta (Indonesia).
His book Singapore and the Silk Road of the Sea won the
inaugural award for best book on Singapore history in 2018.
He specialises in the archaeology of Southeast Asia
between 500 and 1500 CE, including urbanisation, trade,
Buddhism, and ceramics.

It is common to call Singapore a “little red dot” as a way of suggesting Singapore’s relatively small size on a
map of Asia. This is an accurate way of comparing Singapore to large land-based empires such as Angkor,
Bagan, or Ayutthaya, but the seaports of ancient times were not large political capitals. In a way, Singapore
is one of the few remaining vestiges of a pattern of economic activity which until the 1800s was quite
common. Seaports along the route from the Mediterranean to the Indian Ocean, to the South China Sea,
were more like each other than they were like the capitals of land-based kingdoms. Although Singapore was
not one of the oldest ports to appear, it inherited a ready-made set of institutions and traditions from a
heritage which was over 1,500 years old when it suddenly sprang to life in about 1299. Singapore shared
many characteristics with Srivijaya, Malayu, and Funan. This does not mean that Singapore was just any port;
archaeological and historical data suggest that Singapore did have some unique characteristics which it
handed on to its successors such as Melaka and Riau. Not enough data exists from Singapore’s relatives
before the 14th century to draw detailed conclusions, but Singapore probably contributed some important
new institutions to the evolution of the Asian seaport. In this talk I will highlight the contributions made by the
other scholars who are presenting their most recent discoveries at this conference, and will show how we are
likely to learn more about Singapura/Temasek as the context of 14th-century Singapura becomes clearer as
other ports receive the same amount of attention as Singapore.
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Distribution of Rouletted Ware Sites along the East Coast of India and the
Organisation of Maritime Trade
Himanshu Prabha Ray

Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich,
Germany

Himanshu Prabha Ray is recipient of the Anneliese Maier
research award of the Humboldt Foundation (2013 – 2018)
and Member of the Board of the Oxford Centre for Hindu
Studies, Oxford. She is former Professor, Centre for
Historical Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University and Former
Chairperson, National Monuments Authority, Ministry of
Culture, Government of India. She is series editor of
Routledge Archaeology and Religion in South Asia. Her
recent books include Archaeology and Buddhism in South
Asia, Routledge, 2018; The Archaeology of Seafaring in
Ancient South Asia, Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge, 2003, as also edited volumes: Buddhism and
Gandhara: An Archaeology of Museum Collections,
Routledge, 2018; Bridging the Gulf: Maritime Cultural
Heritage Of The Western Indian Ocean, India International
Centre & Manohar Publishers, 2016; Satish Chandra and
Himanshu Prabha Ray edited, The Sea, Identity and History:
From the Bay of Bengal to the South China Sea, Manohar
Publishers, 2013.

It is now widely accepted that Rouletted Ware first emerged in the 3rd and 2nd centuries BCE and belongs
to a group of pottery that has been found at archaeological sites along the east coast of India from Bengal to
Sri Lanka from late third and second century BCE to first century BCE context, though these vessels continued
to be kept and used in later time periods also, as pieces of Rouletted Ware have been found with bronze and
iron riveting. Particularly relevant for this paper are finds at sites in coastal Malaysia, Thailand, Java and Bali,
as also Vietnam. However, the discovery of Rouletted Ware and its relatives first and foremost indicates only
the existence of a site at about the 3rd-2nd centuries BCE and there is a need to contextualise the finds. In
secondary writing on the subject, the emphasis has been on trade, often termed ‘elite’ enterprise conducted
by ship owning merchants, especially in the second millennium CE. Was this pottery traded on its own? In
which case it would have been reported from market centres and landing places. Since the primary shapes
are shallow dishes, would it have been used for serving, eating or cooking? It is these issues related to the
organisation of trade that this paper will address based on archaeological data from the east coast of India.
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Late Prehistoric Ports in Peninsular Thailand:
Investigating Local and Long-Distance Connections through Pottery
Aude Favereau

Institute of Archaeology,
National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan
(R.O.C.)

I am an assistant professor at the Institute of Archaeology,
National Cheng Kung University in Taiwan. My research
focuses on Southeast Asian Metal Age pottery (~ 500 BC to
AD 500). I use the pottery data to investigate late
prehistoric exchange networks and circulations within the
South China Sea area, as well as populations' interactions
and socio-political environments. I also am a member of the
French Archaeological Mission in Peninsular Thailand and
Myanmar since 2011 and have been analysing pottery
assemblages from Peninsular Thailand/Myanmar since
then. Recently I spent two years doing a post-doctoral
research at the Archaeological Studies Program, University
of the Philippines-Diliman. During these two years, I have
chiefly been looking at pottery from the central Philippines
and exploring late prehistoric connections between the
Philippines and Peninsular Thai/Myanmar.

Since 2005, the Thai-French archaeological mission led by Dr. Bérénice Bellina in collaboration with Silpakorn
University has been investigating early ports-of-trade such as Khao Sam Kaeo, Khao Sek and Tha Chana on
the eastern coast of Peninsular Thailand. Local, foreign-inspired and imported artefacts were unearthed from
the sites, highlighting the involvement of Peninsula populations in small-scale interactions as well as longdistance maritime exchanges within the South China Sea and the Bay of Bengal as early as the 4th century
BCE.
The presentation will focus on pottery assemblages recovered from Thai ports to investigate the connections
within Peninsular Thailand and between Thailand and South China Sea communities. After a brief description
of the pottery traditions identified on Thai ports, we will examine their distribution locally and regionally and
trace foreign styles and technologies as well as imported vessels. The data evidences a diversity of
circulations and networks that involved various people and generated different types of links.
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Building Sustainable Futures through our Collective Maritime Heritage:
The Nomination of Quanzhou on the UNESCO World Heritage List and its Lessons for
Singapore
Cai Yunci

University of Leicester, United Kingdom

Dr Yunci Cai is Lecturer in Museum Studies and Director of
the MA/MSc in Museum Studies (campus-based)
programme at the School of Museum Studies, University of
Leicester. Yunci holds a PhD in Museum and Heritage
Studies and a Master of Arts with Distinction in Museum
Studies, both from the Institute of Archaeology, University
College London and a First-Class Honours in Geography
from the National University of Singapore. She has interests
in the cultural politics and museologies in and of Asia. Her
forthcoming sole-authored monograph Staging Indigenous
Heritage explores the politics of heritage-making at four
indigenous cultural villages in Malaysia. Her current
research
explores
the
politics
of
heritage
instrumentalisation along the maritime Silk Road under
China's Belt and Road Initiative in China, Malaysia and
Indonesia.

On the occasion of Singapore’s bicentennial commemoration of Sir Stamford Raffles’ arrival, I offer
suggestions on how Singapore can capitalise on our collective maritime heritage to build a sustainable and
inclusive future, based on our emerging research on the port city of Quanzhou in the Fujian Province, to which
many Singaporeans trace their ancestral roots. A key node on the historic maritime Silk Road, Quanzhou took
on prominence in the context of China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), an ambitious multilateral development
strategy spearheaded by China to enhance trade cooperation and infrastructural connectivity between China
and the Eurasian countries based on reinvigorating two ancient trading routes: the overland Silk Road and
the maritime Silk Road. In July 2018, the Chinese government proposed for Quanzhou to be inscribed as a
UNESCO World Heritage Site (WHS), emphasising the interchanges between the Chinese people and
foreigners on the maritime Silk Road from the 10th to the 14th centuries. However, the proposal was rejected
for inscription by the ICOMOS Expert Committee, which felt that China had not clearly justified their selection.
UNESCO later deferred the decision for further clarification after China lobbied for its political allies to vote in
its favour. By examining how maritime heritage is being translated and appropriated to align with international
conceptualisation of ‘world heritage’ for Quanzhou’s UNESCO WHS nomination, and the implications of
transforming ‘religion’, ‘culture’ and ‘history’ to ‘heritage’ on the place identities, cultural practices and belief
systems of the local communities, we draw lessons for Singapore on adopting culture-based projects for
sustainable development.
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Sister Ships: Three 12th Century Shipwrecks in Southeast Asia

Michael Flecker

Maritime Explorations Singapore

Dr Michael Flecker, Managing Director of Singapore based
Maritime Explorations, has overseen some of the most
important shipwreck excavations in Asia over the past 30
years. They include the 9th century Belitung (Tang), 12th
century Flying Fish, 13th century Java Sea, 15th century
Bakau, c.1608 Binh Thuan, and c.1690 Vung Tau Wrecks.
He earned his PhD at the National University of Singapore
based on the excavation of the 10th century Intan Wreck,
which resulted in a book published under the British
Archaeological Report Series (2002). Other works include
the book, Porcelain from the Vung Tau Wreck (2001),
chapters in Southeast Asian Ceramics: New Light on Old
Pottery (2009), Ancient Silk Trade Routes (2015), and The
Tang Shipwreck: Art and Exchange in the 9th Century
(2017), along with many articles in international journals.
As a specialist in ancient Asian ship construction and
maritime trade, Dr Flecker has twice been a Visiting Fellow
at the Nalanda Srivijaya Centre, ISEAS Yusof Ishak Institute.

In 1998 the Ceramic Society of Indonesia published a book entitled “The Pulau Buaya Wreck: Finds from the
Song Period”. The cargo was salvaged in 1989 and consisted primarily of ceramics from Guangdong and
Fujian, with a smattering of finer wares from other provinces. Unfortunately, there was no archaeological
documentation, so all context has been lost and we know nothing of the origin of the ship.
Nearly three decades after the salvage of the Pulau Buaya Wreck, two new shipwrecks have come to light.
Remarkably, the Lingga Wreck also sank within sight of Pulau Buaya, with a primary cargo of Guangdong
ceramics. Again, there was no archaeological excavation, however photographs provide some context, the
hull remains have been identified, and a precise date has been determined. The Flying Fish Wreck sank far
away, near Kota Kinabalu in Sabah. She was archaeologically excavated. Her cargo consisted primarily of
Fujian ceramics along with some finer wares from Jingdezhen.
While there are a few comparable artefacts linking the two new finds, the Pulau Buaya Wreck bridges the gap
with many parallels. From a comparative analysis it may be reasonably concluded that the Pulau Buaya,
Lingga and Flying Fish Wrecks were all Southeast Asian lashed-lug ships that sank during the first quarter of
the 12th century, towards the end of the Northern Song dynasty (960 to 1127 CE). They were all transporting
Chinese ceramics and ironware to Southeast Asian markets. They were sister ships.
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The Archaeology of 16th – 17th Century Johor River and its Relevance to Singapore:
Towards a Connected History
Kwa Chong Guan

S. Rajaratnam School of International
Studies
Nanyang Technological University,
Singapore

Kwa Chong Guan works on the intersections of history,
security studies and international relations of Southeast
Asia. As an Honorary Adjunct Associate Professor and
Visiting Fellow at the Archaeological Unit of the NalandaSriwijaya Centre at the Institute of Southeast Asian Studies,
Kwa is interested in the long cycles and emerging deep
history of Southeast Asia’s past. As Senior Fellow at the S.
Rajaratnam School of International Studies at the Nanyang
Technological University, he works on a range of regional
security issues with a focus on the implicit narratives
underlying our framing of regional security issues. He
started his career working on policy analysis in the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and then the Ministry of Defence before
being assigned to reorganise the Oral History Department
in the National Archives and concurrently, the old National
Museum which he lead through a strategic planning
process to transform it into the current three museums
under the National Heritage Board. He continues to be
associated with these heritage institutions in various
advisory capacities and as Chairman of the National
Archives Advisory Committee. As Chairman of the National
Library Advisory Committee, he is involved in the integration
of the National Archives with the National Library under the
National Library Board. He was previously Head of the old
Department of Strategic Studies at the SAFTI Military
Institute where he taught military history and strategic
studies while concurrently teaching history at the School of
Arts at the National Institute of Education.

The paper will review the archaeology of Johor River sites undertaken by curators of the old Raffles Museum
in Singapore in the 1950’s and early 1960’s. The paper will examine the underglaze blue-and-white ceramic
sherds, earthenware and beads which were collected at Johor Lama and other sites along the Johor River.
The focus of the paper will be on the connections of these blue-and-white ceramic sherds to the chance
recovery of similar blue-and-white ceramic sherds from the Kallang River estuary in the early 1970s and what
this connection implies for the historical development of the Kallang River estuary in late 16th and early 17th
century.
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Observations on Three Maps Ascribed to Manuel Godinho de Eredia

Peter Borschberg

Department of History
National University of Singapore

Peter Borschberg teaches history at the National University
of Singapore and has held visiting appointments in Europe
and Asia. He has published widely on early maritime
commece and diplomacy with a focus on the Singapore and
Melaka Straits region during the period 1400-1825.

Most researchers today recognise Manuel Godinho de Eredia as the author of the Declaraçam de Malaca or
Description of Malaca/Malay Peninsula believed to have been written around 1613-1615. He was, without
doubt, a controversial figure who has been subject to greater scrutiny in the wake of the (re-) publication of
some of his other works, including the Suma de Arvores or Summary of Trees (2001), the Informação da
Aurea Quersoneso (Information on the Golden Khersonese) as well as his Tratado de Ophir (Treatise on
Ophir). Using testimonies drawn from Eredia’s autobiography as well as three maps from a now lost collection
of maps and sketches known as the Atlas Miscelânea (Miscellany Atlas, c,1616-22), it is possible to draw
some important conclusions about the economy of the Malay Peninsula and Sumatra, and also how
Singapore and its surrounding waters interfaced with the economic activity outlined on these maps.
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35 Years of Archaeological Research in Singapore

John Miksic

Department of Southeast Asian Studies
National University of Singapore

John Miksic received his PhD from Cornell University based
on archaeological research in Sumatra. He has worked in
Malaysia as a Peace Corps Volunteer, in Sumatra as a Rural
Development Advisor, and as a project specialist at Gadjah
Mada University, Yogyakarta. In 1987, he moved to the
National University of Singapore. He is professor in the
Southeast Asian Studies Department. He has also been
affiliated with the Department of History, University
Scholars Programme, and Asia Research Institute. He
founded the Archaeology Unit at the Institute of Southeast
Asian Studies. He received a Special Recognition Award and
Pingat Bakti Setia long service award from the government
of Singapore, and the title of Kanjeng Raden Harya
Temenggung from the Susuhunan of Surakarta (Indonesia).
His book Singapore and the Silk Road of the Sea won the
inaugural award for best book on Singapore history in 2018.
He specialises in the archaeology of Southeast Asia
between 500 and 1500 CE, including urbanisation, trade,
Buddhism, and ceramics.

Archaeological research in Singapore began in 1984. Research has yielded a large quantity of data including
about 500,000 artefacts which illuminate four periods of history. The first was a 14th-century phase during
which Singapore was an internally autonomous polity which had commercial relations with China, India, Sri
Lanka, and Indonesian ports. In the second phase, from about 1400 to 1511, Singapore was a subordinate
of the Melaka sultanate. During the 16th century, Singapore was part of the Malay kingdom the sultan of
which migrated between Johor and Riau. The settlement revived in the early 19th century after two centuries
for which no archaeological remains have been found.
During the first phase, Singapore seems to have had a particularly close relationship with China, as evidenced
by some unusual artefacts such as a porcelain compass and pillow, and Chinese glassware. These artefacts
were recovered from Fort Canning Hill, the likely site of the residence of the ruling elite. During the second
and third phases the hill was abandoned, but a settlement persisted along the bank of the Singapore River.
The 19th and 20th centuries are represented by a mixture of Chinese, other Asian, and European materials.
The precolonial port is now relatively well known, so that it is possible to determine the range of activities and
their spatial distribution during that period. Artefacts from the colonial period have not been studied in detail,
and there are few other sites in Southeast Asia with which to compare them. The research on Singapore has
been published in some detail, which will enable it to serve as a standard of comparison for other research
in the region and elsewhere in order to clarify some general questions about the nature of early port societies
in Southeast Asia.
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A Tale of Two Sites:
Temasek in the Asian Maritime System
Goh Geok Yian

School of Humanities
Nanyang Technological University,
Singapore

Goh Geok Yian is a historian and archaeologist of
premodern Southeast Asia with particular interests in
Myanmar, Indonesia, and Singapore. She first became
involved with archaeology in Singapore in the early 1990s.
Her research interests include archaeology and early history
of Southeast Asia, premodern communication, cultural and
trade networks, and study of early urbanisation. She
currently leads a multi-year project in Bagan, Myanmar and
Singapore focusing on ceramics analysis and urbanisation.
Her research in Singapore deals with the analysis of
materials excavated from two sites: St. Andrew’s Cathedral
and Fort Canning Spice Gardens.

Fourteenth-century Singapore was an important node along the commercial and information networks which
connected polities within Southeast Asia and between the region and its contemporaries in China and India.
Singapore was very much an integral part of the global networks between the 14th and early 17th centuries.
This paper focuses on the archaeological studies of two sites in Singapore: St. Andrew’s Cathedral (excavated
2003-2004) and Fort Canning Spice Gardens (2010). Analysis of the sites and their artefacts can contribute
to the scholarship on ancient Singapore (1300-1600) led by John Miksic since 1984 by providing a more
comprehensive understanding of the ancient Singapore urban center and how it worked. In particular, I will
attempt to discuss the functions of these two sites.
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Trade and Exchange along the Maritime Silk Route:
High-Resolution Analysis of “Mercury Jars” and Other Stoneware from Early Singapore
and Kota Cina, Sumatra
Alasdair Chi Xin Ren

School of Humanities
Nanyang Technological University,
Singapore

Alasdair Chi (徐信仁) is a Nanyang President Graduate
Scholar currently pursuing a PhD at the NTU School of
Humanities. His research interests are the application of
interdisciplinary studies to Singapore’s archaeological
corpus with the aim of unpacking its precolonial past. This
current work builds upon his Masters’ research at the
University of Oxford which focused upon the compositional
analysis of high-fired pottery of Chinese design found in
precolonial Singapore and Indonesia (Kota Cina, Sumatra).
He has, in his undergraduate studies at University College
London, also explored colonial and contemporary Malayan
history through the Chinese epigraphy of Peranakan
tombstones in Melaka and Singapore, tapping upon the
heritage resources represented in Bukit Brown and other
cemetery sites in Malaysia.

This project concerns the study of stoneware vessels, which are frequently overlooked in Southeast Asian
archaeology due to the relative ease with which inclusions and peculiarities in earthenware clay can be
studied using thin-section petrography, and the intricate decorations and glazes of porcelains have more
been more extensively catalogued in ceramic studies due to their visual appeal. As a result, these “functional”
trade stonewares garner relatively little attention despite indicating a separate, if related, dimension of
Chinese trade and exchange with the region from the more elite porcelains.
These “functional” trade wares are used as proxies to investigate technologies prefiguring ceramic
production, trade and exchange in Southeast Asia during the 12th-15th centuries, a period marked by the
fragmentation of centralised political control over the region as a whole, and the emergence of “atomistic”
trading-posts and city-states such as Kota Cina and Singapore. Of particular interest are “mercury jars” –
stoneware bottles with an extremely specific shape found at both sites. Their function has been hotly debated,
with their name being challenged due to the impracticalities of mercury distribution and wine being suggested
as an alternative product; means of investigating this question through archaeological evidence are also
explored in this study.
It may be hoped that this high-resolution scanning electron microscope – electron microprobe study (SEMEDS) of these materials, in addition to giving insights on these technologies, will demonstrate the further
potential of this underutilised material in future studies of Southeast Asian history. Stoneware had yet to be
studied at either site in a comprehensively scientific fashion, and the employment of SEM-EDS in this project
marks its first application to Singaporean archaeology. This investigation has revealed numerous other
dimensions to microscopic ceramic studies which may hopefully be followed up on in future studies
incorporating material from beyond these two sites.
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On the Hill and by the River:
Blue and White Ceramic Sherds from 14th Century Singapura
Foo Su Ling

NUS Museum
National University of Singapore

Foo Su Ling is a curator at the National University of
Singapore Museum. Her research interests are in
Southeast Asian arts and the social and cultural history of
the region. Her curatorial projects include Yeo Shih Yun:
Diaries, Marking Time and Other Preoccupations (2018),
From the Ashes: Reviving Myanmar Celadon Ceramics
(2017), Preserve/Conserve/Restore: Studies at 157 Neil
Road (2015) and Archaeology Library (2015). She was a cowriter of the book Inherited & Salvaged: Family Portraits
from the NUS Museum Straits Chinese Collection (2015)
and NUS Baba House: Architecture and Artefacts of a
Straits Chinese Home (2016).

Historical records point to a ruling class in ancient Singapore and archaeological evidence supporting this
social stratification is available in the form of artefacts excavated from Fort Canning Hill that would have been
considered rare or of higher exchange value at the time. This includes gold, glass beads and vessel shards,
and fine quality porcelain that were found in the 14th/15th century strata. This paper examines the
decorative features and shapes of the blue and white ceramics that were excavated on Fort Canning Hill
alongside those uncovered from sites around the Singapore River. Focusing on these two features of the blue
and white wares, the study attempts to either corroborate or contradict earlier evidence of an elite class
residing on the hill.
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New Sights on the Nanhai I Shipwreck

Sun Jian

National Center of Underwater Cultural
Heritage, China

Mr. Sun Jian, research fellow at the National Center of
Underwater Cultural Heritage since 2009, P.R. China, is an
underwater archaeologist who has undertaken several
important shipwreck excavations. They include the Nan’ao
shipwreck excavation, Wanjiao shipwreck excavation and
most recently, the Nanhai I shipwreck excavation which is
near completion.

The "Nanhai I" shipwreck was originally located in the border area between Taishan City and Yangjiang City
of Guangdong Province. It was discovered in the late 1980s. Afterward, the wreck was entirely unwatered
and shifted to the Maritime Silk Road Museum of Guangdong. It is the most important discovery so far in the
history of China's underwater archaeology. It is also very important relics along the Maritime Silk Road.
The "Nanhai I" shipwreck was basically preserved under sea mud. It is loaded with cargo of trade goods of
the Southern Song Dynasty. The wreck is 22 meters long and 9.9 meters wide, with a sharp bow, square
stern and multiple plates on both sides. Its structure is suitable for seagoing voyage, known as “Fu Chuan”,
or literally Fortune Ship. It sunk in the main course from the central part of Guangdong Province to the West,
which was also the “Maritime Silk Road” passed through between ancient China and the western world.
The “Nanhai I” is a relatively independent and complete structure of underwater relics. The amount of
information that it carries is very large. So far, it yielded tens of thousands of pieces of cargo and daily
commodities (survey outcomes inclusive). The cargo includes porcelain, iron wares, copper wares and coins
as its major merchandise. At the same time, a large number of materials for daily use were unearthed, which
provide precious evidence for the study of ancient Chinese marine activities.
A large number of varied trade porcelains among the cargo were made to meet the different market demands.
Moreover, the aesthetic taste, vessel shape and craftsmanship of different cultures also have a great
influence on Chinese porcelain. Iron wares, copper wares, silk and other handicraft products and daily
necessities have become the main export goods. The emergence of a large number of gold wares, silver
wares and copper coins reveal the highly developed commodity economy of the Song Dynasty and its
involvement in the overseas trading system.
From the 10th century onward, due to the progress of science and technology, the exchanges between China
and foreign countries have become extremely frequent, and the Maritime Silk Road has reached its heyday.
The communication and integration of different cultures have facilitated a sustainable maritime civilization
in the South China Sea. The maritime civilization circle in the South China Sea becomes a bridge connecting
the East and the West.
Keywords: Nanhai I Shipwreck, Ship Cargo, Underwater Cultural Heritage, Maritime Silk Road, South China
Sea
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A Preliminary Study on Several 14th Century Port Cities from China to Southeast Asia

Xin Guangcan

National Center of Underwater Cultural
Heritage, China

Dr Xin Guangcan is Assistant Research Fellow at the
National Center of Underwater Cultural Heritage, China. Her
research focuses on Southeast Asian archaeology and the
Maritime Silk Road. Guangcan holds a PhD in Southeast
Asian Studies from the Department of Southeast Asian
Studies, National University of Singapore and MA and BA
from Peking University, China.

During the 14th century, the urbanisation process was demonstrated by the emergence of a series of port
cities. This process reflects a huge expansion of commercial activities. In Southeast Asia, it is believed that
maritime trade had already thrived and given rise to plenty of highly urbanised port cities, one of which is
Singapore. Current archaeological excavations can provide evidence that there were extensive human
activities conducted by local residents in the 14th century. Early Singapore society could be reconstructed
based on mass artefacts analysis yielded by extensive excavations.
This paper is trying to make comparisons between Singapore, Chinese port cities and Indonesian port cities.
As the major category of the artefact assemblage, Chinese trade ceramics is used as an important material.
In this paper, Quanzhou and Taicang are selected for the case study. Taicang is a newly excavated Yuan
Dynasty warehouse site not far away from the current Shanghai.
Singapore, Quanzhou and Taicang could be categorised as “port cities”. However, Singapore was an
independent entity (although it paid tribute to both Siamese and Javanese polities), while Quanzhou and
Taicang are local administrative districts within the territory of an integrated polity under China. The prosperity
of the port city in China was more dependent on the central government’s policy. This view could well be
illustrated by the fact that the thriving of Quanzhou and decline of Taicang occurred nearly simultaneously.
The policy inclination could influence the development of a city to a great extent.
This study also tries to compare the structural functions of these port cities, in order to unveil their similarities.
The significance of Singapore as a transshipping emporia will also be unrevealed on the basis of the
comparisons.
Keywords: Southeast Asian, Port Cities, 14th Century, Chinese Trade Ceramics, City Structure
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Kedah Tua since the 6th Century BCE

Mokhtar Saidin

Center for Global Archaeological Research
Universiti Sains Malaysia

Professor Dato’ Dr. Mokhtar Saidin is a Director for Center
for Global Archaeological Research, Universiti Sains
Malaysia since 2005. This is the only archaeological
research center in the country, as a centre of excellence. A
graduate in archaeogeology. Mokhtar has had a long career
in academia since 1997. His contribution to the positions
he held was additionally shaped by her exposure to post
graduate education in Universiti Sains Malaysia and special
exposure program at Harvard University. With a background
in geology, he spent decades working and researching as
an archaeogeologist. He has worked on and directed
archaeological research projects at Paleolithic site of
Kampung Temelong, Lawin and Bukit Bunuh (Lenggong,
Perak), Tingkayu (Sabah) and also civilization site at Bujang
Valley. His research interests are the quarternary geology of
Malaysia and Southeast Asia, Palaeolithic Culture,
palaeoenviromental reconstruction and stone tool
technology.

Kedah Tua, or Ancient Kedah was a kingdom which started to exist in the Sungai Batu Complex from the 6th
Century B.C.E. The coastal area became the centre for the port-polity due to its geomorphological formation
consisting of a network of wide and deep rivers, which enabled trading vessels to harbor near to the coastline.
In addition, the area was abundant with freshwater and its high biodiversity as well as rich mineral deposits.
Ancient Kedah was an extremely prosperous trading port, the inhabitants of which mastered the most
important technology of the ancient world at least since 535 B.C.E, which was iron smelting. In order to reach
the 1200 degrees Celcius melting point for iron ore, the society in Ancient Kedah developed techniques of
building furnaces and a special type of blower known as the “tuyere”.The iron ores such as hematite and
magnetite are widely available around the Jerai peak geological formations, which made it very easy for the
iron smelting technology to be part of the ancient culture of Kedah. Since time immemorial, they have
produced iron ingots to be exported, as attested by historical records. It was said that the iron ingots of Kedah
were widely used throughout the ancient world to make weapons and chariots. The position of Kedah as an
iron producer had made it necessary for them to construct wharves as well as having some sort of
administrative system to transport those commodities and regulate the trade. Aside from wharves and
administrative buildings, religious monuments were also discovered in the sprawling archaeological complex,
almost entirely made of bricks. The recent discovery of Sungai Batu had shown that the early emergence of
Ancient Kedah as an entrepôt was due to the presence of the iron industry, and this has led to the prosperity
of the Sungai Batu complex for 2600 years.
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Traces of Maritime Contacts:
Thailand’s Significant Sites and Findings
Amara Srisuchat

Department of Fine Arts, Thailand

Dr. Amara Srisuchat is an Advisor to the Fine Arts
Department and a member of Thailand’s Cultural World
Heritage Committee. She is the former Senior Expert in
Archaeology and Museum of the department within
Thailand’s Ministry of Culture. Prior to her last official task
in 2017, she supervised surveys and archaeological
excavations at prehistoric, port and settlement sites
throughout the country. She served as director of three
main national museums. She is credited with significantly
improving the operations of museums and archaeological
research work in Thailand and promoting museum and
international research activities that has received awards
from the Thai government for her leadership. She lectures
widely, participates in international forums, and teaches
university courses in Thailand and abroad. She was a
member of the UNESCO’s International Teams of the
Maritime Route Expedition (1990-1991). She was a
resource person and advisor to international workshops
and meetings, such as SEAMEO-SPAFA, SEAMEO-CHAT, and
UNESCO. Some of her published writings and editorial
works related to the conference’s topic are as follows:
Ancient Trades and Cultural Contacts in Southeast Asia
(1996), Śrīvijaya in Suvarṇadvīpa (2015), A Reflection of
Trans-oceanic Contacts on Innovations of Buddhist Art and
Commodities in Thailand’s Past (2017).

Archaeological findings from surveys and excavations at sites, particularly ancient ports, entrepôts, and
goods production sites throughout Thailand are discussed in the paper. This information, combined with
earlier and current data from the archaeological sites and historical accounts, provides compelling evidence
for the dynamics of trades and cultural exchanges taken place reflecting the maritime contacts in the early
states to historic states of the country from the 400 BCE to 1600 CE. Available evidence that are chosen to
be topics of discussion are as follows: (1) canoes and sailboats, (2) bronze kettle drums and metallic ingots,
(3) potteries and ceramics, (4) beads, (5) coins, (6) votive tablets and miniature stupas, and (7) names of
trading stations, ports and commercial towns.
A reappraisal of the abovementioned evidence obtained from a comparative analysis data, results from
scientific dating of sites and analysis of material findings. The results suggest the overseas contacts, trade
routes of land and sea connection, history of navigation, local material production sites and techniques,
significant import-export commodities, adoption and reproduction of religious objects reflecting the
propagation of the diverse Buddhist sects, and the geographical and archaeological features of some sites
which are likely consistent with some names referred to in historical accounts and ancient maps.
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Tambralinga, Srivijaya, and Maritime Southeast Asia:
Recent Discoveries
Wannasarn Noonsuk

California State University, Fresno, USA

Dr. Wannasarn Noonsuk is Assistant Professor of Art
History, Department of Art and Design, at California State
University, Fresno. He previously was Senior Specialist at
SEAMEO SPAFA, and tenured lecturer and Head of the
Archaeology Research Unit at Walailak University, Thailand.
He received his B.A. in Archaeology from Silpakorn
University, M.A. in Anthropology from the University of
Hawai’i, and Ph.D. in History of Art and Archaeology from
Cornell University, under the scholarship from the King of
Thailand. Dr. Wannasarn was also awarded post-doctoral
studies at the École Française d'Extrême-Orient (EFEO) in
Paris, under the fellowship from the French Government.
He directed an excavation program in southern Thailand
and published a number of books and articles related to
early Southeast Asian trade, state formation, and social
roles of art.

Located on peninsular Thailand between the Indian and Pacific Oceans, Tambralinga emerged as a
destination for Indian merchants in the early centuries CE and developed into a major coastal kingdom in the
5th-6th centuries. Its heartland was on the coastal plains of Nakhon Si Thammarat Province on the Gulf of
Siam. In this area, ancient communities and shrines were located along short river systems linking the
mountains in the west with the shores on the east, allowing the flows of goods between different ecological
zones, whereas the ancient beach ridges connected them together from north to south along the coastlines.
Rich material culture found in this area also suggests Tambralinga’s close connectivity with the maritime
world. Recent research at the Great Stupa of Nakhon Si Thammarat demonstrates artistic links with
Javanese and Pala art in the 9th-10th century. Local stone inscriptions also point to the connection between
this area and Srivijaya. Tambralinga seems to develop into Nakhon Si Thammarat Kingdom in the 13th
century and to become a production center of “Fine-Paste Ware” in maritime Southeast Asia as well.
Excavation results, scientific dates, artefacts, artworks, and architectural plans will be discussed in this
paper.
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The Production Chain in the Spice Commerce Network:
A Review of Archeological Research in the Western Region of the Archipelago
Sonny Wibisono

National Research Centre of Archaeology,
Indonesia

Sonny Wibisono is an archaeologist at the National
Research Centre of Archaeology in Indonesia where he
works as a senior researcher.

Parallel to the theme of this seminar, one episode that we consider important in the history of the Indonesian
Archipelago is the period before the arrival of Europe. This era attracts our attention because it also marks
the rise of the state or independent local government, they grew in the period around the 9th-16th century.
There is no doubt that trade contributed to that growth, various types of natural resources became the
business of the king's sovereigns. In historical sources it is known that some of these kingdoms declared
themselves as part of 'the land below the wind'. A large region touched by global commerce, marks increasing
prosperity in the Indonesian archipelago.
From historical sources it is also known that spices are one of the dominant mainstay commodities. The term
'spice route' was later known. This term is related to commodities originating from and cultivated in
Indonesian archipelagic waters (cloves, nutmeg, pepper). But more than that this term actually represents a
very complex commercial activity, not only spices; it involves a series of production and distribution activities
related to the inland, coastal, and across regions. The whole system is a maritime business network that
connects the archipelago.
But in fact the picture of the situation in the archipelago is still tentative and imaginary. We still have to study
the fragmentary evidence such as history, archeology and ethnography. That argument led us to explore what
has been called the archipelago spice network. In the last few years research on the spice pathway began,
in addition to relying on imported artefacts on urban sites on the coast, also tracing the tracks of spice
production through archives, and inland gardening traditions. On Mount Karang (Pandeglang-Banten) we
found an old pepper garden, we also witnessed how the inhabitants of the interior of Banten began to
revitalise the pepper garden. Similar research is also being carried out on Bangka-Belitung Island, which is
now known as the world's leading producer of white pepper. Such pilot research is expected to produce a
synthesis model to explain the typical trade chain in the archipelago.
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The Kota Cina Settlement in North Sumatra:
French-Indonesian Excavations (2011-2016)
Daniel Perret

Ecole française d’Extrême-Orient, Paris

Daniel Perret, researcher at the Ecole française d’ExtrêmeOrient (EFEO) since 1994, currently heads the EFEO office
in Malaysia. His fields of expertise include the history of
North Sumatra and the Thai-Malay Peninsula (9th – 17th
century), History of Islamic Funerary Art in Southeast Asia
(15th – 19th century), History of South Asian People in
Maritime Southeast Asia (9th – 17th century) and history of
epigraphy in Southeast Asia.
Recents publications:
* Daniel Perret (ed.), 2018. Writing for Eternity: A Survey of
Epigraphy in Southeast Asia. Paris, EFEO, Etudes
thématiques 30.
* Daniel Perret (ed.), 2014. History of Padang Lawas, North
Sumatra, II. Societies of Padang Lawas (Mid-Ninth –
Thirteenth Century CE), Paris, Association Archipel, Cahier
d'Archipel 43.
* Daniel Perret & Heddy Surachman (ed.), 2014. History of
Padang Lawas, North Sumatra, I. The site of Si Pamutung
(9th century – 13th century AD), Paris, Association Archipel,
Cahier d'Archipel 42.

In Indonesia the first significant archaeological excavations on old settlements from the historical period were
undertaken by Edwards McKinnon in the mid-seventies at Kota Cina, located on the Strait of Malacca
between Medan and Belawan. They were soon followed by investigations conducted by archaeologists from
the National Centre for Archaeological Research of Indonesia until seventy nine. These pioneering
researches, albeit based on limited excavations, revealed remains of several brick structures, large quantities
of artefacts, confirming the importance of the site after earlier or contemporary discoveries of Buddhist and
Hindu stone and bronze images. Moreover, a few years later remains of two vessels built according to the
Southeast Asian lashed-lug construction technique were found nearby. Based on these finds, a dating
between the end of the eleventh century and the beginning of the fourteenth century CE has been suggested.
Although not forgotten, no other archaeological excavations were conducted at Kota Cina until 2010.
Intensive new archaeological research at Kota Cina took place between 2011 and 2016, in the framework
of a French-Indonesian archaeological project. As analyses of the results are still under way, this
communication presents the context of the excavations and focuses both on methodological aspects of the
study of the finds and on comparison with similar sites recently excavated in North Sumatra.
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Natuna as a Trajectory of Cultural and Commercial Global Networks

Naniek Harkantiningsih

National Research Centre of Archaeology
Indonesia

Naniek Harkantiningsih, senior researcher at the National
Research Centre of Archaeology in Indonesia, is an
archaeologist-ceramologist.

Natuna is an archipelago consisting of 153 small islands, located in the northernmost waters of the
Indonesian archipelago between the North Natuna Sea and the South China Sea. Until now we still have very
little knowledge about the role of small islands in the main trajectory of shipping in Southeast Asian waters.
That is why a decade ago archeological research began to reach these islands, the results were quite
surprising. The context of the archaeological findings not only indicates the cultural identity of the islands,
but more than that shows global traits especially with the high quantity of various types of imported ceramics.
This paper is intended to present the results of archeological research, giving a general description of the
results of research conducted at Natuna Island. Beside that we specifically present an analysis of ceramics
which are seen as imported commodity goods. Through this research, we are not only get a picture of local
cultural life, but also can see Natuna in a global perspective.
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